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Holy Cow!
HOLY COW! HOLY COW!
It’s something people shout.
Where it comes from? That’s a story
Few folks know about.
HOLY COW! HOLY COW!
Maybe this will clear things up.
Let me introduce you to
My cow, Miss Buttercup.
HOLY COW! HOLY COW!
Do you think that I would tease?
The holey cow is very real –
That’s where we get Swiss cheese!
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The Chocodile
Meet the world’s last chocodile!
He wouldn’t hurt a fly.
Sit with me and watch a while
And soon you’ll find out why.

Brownies, fudge and chocolate chips,
He dips them in hot cocoa.
And when the cocoa hits his lips
The chocodile goes loco.

This is no normal reptile –
He will not bite your toes.
Candy bars are more his style,
He gobbles loads of those!

Years to track the chocodile…
And now the moment of truth.
Watch him open wide to smile
Revealing his sweet tooth.

The only animal he’d ever eat
Is a chocolate-covered bunny.
The only eggs he’d ever beat
Are chocolate, filled with honey.
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The Circus!
Tomorrow I join the circus!
Yep, I’m gonna run away.
But first I need to find my act,
I’ve only got a day.

How about an acrobat?
I cannot touch my toes.
Strong man, clown or fire breather?
Surely none of those!

I’ve thought about a bearded lady
But just can’t grow a beard.
And furthermore, since I’m a boy,
That might be kinda weird.

I guess the only job for me
Is human cannonball.
Which makes me think…
On second thought…
I won’t go after all!

Lion-tamer might do the trick
If only they didn’t bite.
Tight-rope walker — that could work
‘Cept for my fear of heights.
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The Magic Trick
Today I learned a magic trick:
I pulled a cobra from my ear!
Now the only trick I need
Is to make him disappear.
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Bear Dare
I took a dare
To tickle this bear
Just ‘cause it sounded fun.
Will he wiggle?
Will he jiggle?
Will he giggle when the tickling’s done?
All I’ve learned,
If you’re concerned,
Is how fast I can…RUNNNNNNNNN!!!!
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El Destructo
There’s a rumor going ’round
‘Bout a new bad guy in town.
They call him El Destructo
‘Cause he wrecks what we construct-o.

And that is why they’ve hired me.
To end this senseless wrecking spree.
I’ve set this foolproof laundry trap.
So when he comes by…SNAP!

First he broke our tower.
And threw it in the shower.
And Sissy’s poor ol’ doll…
She took a nasty fall.

…unless I’m spotted by my mother
‘Cause El Destructo’s my kid brother.

…bit the head off my dinosaur.
…broke my favorite marble jar.
…took a whiz in the flower pot.
…left a gooey trail of snot.
He’s always itchin’ to pick a fight,
Loves to hit and scratch and bite.
He gave the dog a bad haircut.
Now she’s just an ol’ bare mutt.
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Giddy Up
Giddy-up, now! YEE HAW!
Meanest bronc you ever saw.
He’ll kick and neigh, buck and bray,
Spin around and make you pay.
Wildest horse I ever rode.
Closest I’ve come to gettin’ throwed.
Just when I think he has me floored,
Mom reaches down and pulls the cord.
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Two
Wolves
15

“In each of us
There live two wolves…”
Grandfather used to say.

“The good wolf’s kind,
Spreads truth and joy,
Peace and hope and play.”

“And these two wolves
One bad, one good,
They fight it out each day.

And when I’d ask,
“But who will win?”
This is what he’d say:

“The bad wolf’s mean,
Spreads fear and lies,
Pain, anger and dismay.

“Each day we choose
To feed one wolf
And that wolf wins the day.”
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Beware the
Thunder Bug
Have you ever caught a thunder bug,
The lightning bug’s twin brother?
I have, my friend — and tell you what,
I’ll never catch another!
They’re exactly like a lightning bug
In almost every way.
But I put mine in my room and now
I haven’t slept for days.
‘Cause every time this thunder bug
Starts his lightning flashing
CRRR-ACK!
BOOM!
WHAM!
BANG!
Thunder soon comes CRASHING!
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The Yeti In My Freezer
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There’s a yeti in my freezer,
A big old hairy guy.
“Abominable Snowman”
Is the name you know him by.

There’s a yeti in my freezer.
I’ll tell you how I know:
He ate my favorite popsicles
And Mommy’s cookie dough.

There’s a yeti in my freezer.
That’s what I’m telling you.
Because I asked my father
And he told me it was true.

There’s a yeti in my freezer
With the same good taste as me.
He’ll eat a million pancakes
But he’ll never touch a pea.

There’s a yeti in my freezer.
It’s just as I had feared.
Last night we got some ice cream
But today it’s disappeared.

There’s a yeti in my freezer…
And something I might add:
That yeti in my freezer
Looks exactly like my dad!
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Book Club
The finest book they’d ever seen.
They all agreed.
Too bad they couldn’t read.
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The
Plum

Let’s all give a cheer for the tasty, sweet plum –
What a lovely, transportable fruit!
So easy to toss in your lunchbag,
Or nibble on as you commute.
You can savor it while you’re spelunking
Or polish it off on a jet
It’s perfect to tote on a schooner or boat,
As plums don’t dissolve when they’re wet.

Of course, you could call a repairman,
But he’d charge a considerable sum;
It’s a general rule that I go by –
Try not to mix plumbers with plums.

It’s a real treat to eat in the Arctic,
Or atop a Saharan dune
(Though if you remain in that weather too long
Your plum may turn into a prune.)
There’s only one spot, as I see it,
Where a plum isn’t good to devour
It’s fine food to take in a pond or a lake,
But don’t bring a plum in the shower.
For I’m sorry to say that this fruit has a pit,
Which will surely get caught in your drain
And the effort required to remove it
Is bound to cause turmoil and pain.
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The Amazing
Wish Machine
Cross your fingers
And close one eye.
Wiggle your nose
And yell BONZAI!

PFFFF goes some steam.
CLIK-CLAK the gears turn.
Somewhere deep inside
A small fire burns.

Turn in a circle
And make a wish.
Grab the button
And give it a SQUISH.

Out pops a hand…
And waves “HELLO.”
It gives you a pinch
And then it bellows:

At first a BANG
And then a SNAP.
It jumps to life,
This rattle-trap.

“Machines can’t make
Your wishes come true.
To realize your dreams,
You only need… YOU!”

SPUTTER and COUGH,
JIGGLE and WHIRRR
FIZZ-POP, BE-BOP,
SHUTTER-HOP, PURRRR.
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Queen
Aberdeen
Let me warn you about Aberdeen –
The rudest girl you’ve ever seen!
Each day, she ruins our recess
Because she thinks that she knows best.
“That’s not the way!” she’ll often say,
As if we don’t know how to play.
She thinks that she’s our mighty queen –
That snotty, bossy Aberdeen!
But I’ll admit there is a time
When I think she is just fine –
When she takes her sassy noise
And goes to boss around the BOYS!
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A Lemon’s Plea
I can see you’re looking grumpy,
So I’ve stopped by your address.
It seems that life delivers me
To folks most in distress.
Judging from that dismal scowl,
You’ve had some lousy luck.
Perhaps you lost your tennis match,
Or your radiator’s stuck?
In any case, take my advice –
Tomorrow’s a new day!
Look on the bright side; crack a smile,
And I’ll be on my way.
There’s no need for that juicer…
Take a breath and count to three.
Lemonade may cheer your mood,
But it spells the end for me.
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Less Work,
More Play

31

At dinnertime my dad will say,
“So what did you kids do all day?”
And we tell tales of climbing trees,
Of riding bikes and scraping knees.
He says, “That’s great! That sounds like fun!
Enjoy these days out in the sun…”
Then we ask, “How was your day?
Did you have fun? What did you play?”
“I went to work. You’d find it bland.
It’s tough for kids to understand.”
“Try us! Try us!” we all yell.
“We may get it. How can you tell?”
“I made some calls and paid some bills.
Drank some coffee. Same old drill.”
He looks around; we’re all snoring.
This thing called work sounds really boring.
In that moment, I promise someday
To make my work less work, more play.
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Astronaut
Soup

Have you ever stopped to think just how
We astronauts consume our chow?
Today we passed by Saturn’s loop
And I popped a can of alphabet soup.
Stuff in space just wants to float,
So it takes some work to fill your throat.
If you’re not careful, you’d best beware…
You might spot a B hiding out in your hair.
Or, heaven forbid, some letters get free...
You might find yourself covered in P.
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Too Grown Up
to Look Up
When I was a kid
I’d do what kids did
And lie in the grass
Just watching clouds pass.
I saw lots of stuff
In each fluffy puff:
A fish dipped in whipped cream,
A snake in each jet stream.
But now I’m too grown up
To see what has shown up.
No time anymore…
Ever since I turned four.
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The
‘Tater
Savior
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Have ye heard the tale of the tiny ‘tater,
Who changed the world, a veggie-crusader.
‘Twas nineteen hundred twenty-one
And life as a spud wasn’t much fun.
As a small brown veggie, yer days numbered few.
And Paul Potater found himself feeling blue.
It had been a rough year, a really tough ride.
Mother was mashed and father was fried.
Granny was pureed into a creamy soup,
And Grandpa sliced up in buttery goop.
His buddy Bobby had been twice-baked.
A cousin in Idaho was – gasp! – “peeled and flaked.”
So what would it be? How would Paul fade?
Steamed, smoked, stuffed or sautéed?
A sign reading “FRENCH FRIES” glowed on the wall.
“So I guess this it…” Paul started to bawl.
Then he noticed an onion sitting next to the dicer.
And thought to himself, “I must sacrifice her.”
In that moment of terror, the onion he pushed
And out of the slicer, the onion rings whooshed.
Into the oil flew ten perfect rings.
Snap, crackle, pop. “Yowser, this stings!”
Sure it was rude; that much Paul knew.
But he thought to himself, “’Twas me or ‘twas you.”
And in that instant when the first rings were shaved
Millions of future potatoes were saved.
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Tall Tales
Paul S. Meier is a big ol’ liar.
He tells tall tales to make himself higher.
He’s ridden a bull and wrestled an ox,
Hunted with kings and captured a fox.
His race car goes up to a hundred and three.
He drank ten sodas and never went pee.
All of Paul’s tales would be easier to buy
If — when the lights went out — he didn’t cry.
The thing I’ve learned from my buddy Paul:
The taller the tale, the harder it falls.
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The Trouble
with Broccoli
Many say that broccoli
Looks like a squat and sturdy tree.
But it’s no place to build a fort –
Its bushy branches are too short.
You cannot rest beneath its shade,
While sipping on your lemonade.
Its trunk won’t do for hide-and-seeking;
Its stump’s too small for public speaking.
Just try to tap its sap in winter –
You’re sure to get a broccoli splinter!
No, broccoli’s of no use at all
Unless you are two inches tall.
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Back Scratcher
I had an itch that itched a lot,
But found this scratcher by the pot.
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The Mailbox
Monster
Listen to me closely
If you wanna survive.
Stay away from the cave
At the end of the drive.

And all that is left
When the monster is through
Is a pile of clothes
And maybe a shoe.

Mom says, “Don’t worry,
There’s nothing in there.”
But I’ve seen it and know
There’s a monster, I swear.

So stay away from the cave
With the monster inside.
The cave with the flag
And the numbers beside.

Remember the postman’s
Broken arm last spring?
It’s because he forgot
To feed the darn thing.

The cave’s just a mailbox?
Is that what you say?!?
Then why don’t you go down
And fetch my letters today?

It’s furry and smelly
Sharp-toothed and wild-eyed.
It reaches out and grabs kids
And pulls ‘em inside.
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Wild Hare
There once was a man
With one wild hare.
He washed it and combed it
And gave it great care.
But all day and all night
He’d feel his hare hop.
So he tried mousse and gel
To make that hare stop.
The answer he found
Was no cream, gel or mousse
But a brand new hare-spray
He called carrot juice.
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Before You
Came Along
Before you came along
‘Twas me and Dad and Mom.
Our life was just so simple
Before your dumb ol’ dimple.
Everyone pinches your chubby lil’ cheeks
As if they don’t know how badly you reek!
And just when I think you couldn’t get riper
You go and fill another gross diaper.
But then when I am waking
To the sounds that you are making,
I think about your hugging
And forget about your bugging.
Then I sing a little song
‘Cause together we belong.
And I know that it was wrong
Before you came along.
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I Gave the Poodle
Bubble Gum
I gave the poodle bubblegum.
Shhh….don’t mention it to Mum.
I gave the poodle bubblegum,
But now I’m feeling glum.
‘Cause there’s gum in her hair,
And on the chair....everywhere!
But that’s not the biggest trouble
With letting your poodle blow a bubble.
The real problem? Well, that would be –
Now she blows better bubbles than me.
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My Pal Pookie
I call my best friend Pookie.
He’s my furry teddy bear.
He talks to me, but only
When no one else is there.
Pookie has a sewn-on smile,
And buttons for his eyes.
His head is full of sawdust,
But he’s very, very wise.
I cuddle him at bedtime,
And when I start to yawn,
I know that he will stay awake,
And guard me ‘til the dawn.
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Lost and Found
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Today we did some laundry washing
But somehow while the suds were sloshing
Turning, churning, swashing, splooshing…
We lost another sock.

“Jacques’ so small he has no clothes
Except for what he finds and sews.
To keep himself from getting froze,
He has to be creative.

“Where do they go, those socks and mittens?”
Mama asked, her teeth-a-grittin’.
Then Dad leaned back where he was sittin’
And quietly he said:

“So the washer lid is where he clings
To hang a hook down on a string
And grab some dirty, smelly things
Like underwear and mittens.

“I’ll tell you something no one knows
‘Bout where those socks and mittens go
But only if you cross your toes
And promise you’ll keep it secret.

“So now that you have lost a sock
Don’t just stand around and squawk;
Know that you have helped our Jacques
Survive another winter.

“Inside the pantry is a tiny man
Who lives behind a green bean can
And eats our toasted oatmeal bran.
He says his name is Jacques.

“But next time that you lose your keys
I’d run to check the pantry, please
Before they’re used to spread cream cheese
On Jacques’ morning bagel.”
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Puddy Cat
Pancake
Pitter-pat, pitter-pat,
Here comes a puddy cat.
Thump-a-thump. Thump-a-thump.
Here comes an elephant.
Meow and hiss. Crunch and SPLAT.
There went the puddy cat.
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Pies For Sale
Pies for sale
Pies for sale
Muddy muddy
Pies for sale!

Belly right up and
Give a pie a try
Belly right up
For a muddy mud pie!

Muddy pie cherry
Muddy pie peach
Muddy pie apple
Fifty cents each!

Wash it all down
With a muddy lemonade
Wallow wallow wallow
In the muddy mud shade.

Muddy pie chocolate
Muddy pie lime
Muddy pie gooseberry
Two for a dime!
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Fractured
by Fractions
Ruth was puzzled; Ruth was perplexed.
Ruth was worried; Ruth was just vexed.
Today was Monday: tomorrow was near.
First thing Tuesday came Ruth’s biggest fear.
Ruth’s problem was numbers; fractions in fact.
Demon denominators and numerators to be exact.
Miss Allard had explained; she really had tried.
She had cut up eight pizzas; but still Ruth just sighed.
“See, 1 over 5 is one fifth,” Miss Allard wrote.
“Then 1 over 6 is one sixth,” Miss Allard spoke.
“So 1 over 7 is one seventh,” Miss Allard said.
“And 1 over 8 is one eighth.” Numbers buzzed in Ruth’s head.
“I don’t understand it. I can’t see what you mean.
Please show me one more time,” Ruth begged her friend Jean.
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“1 over 2 is one half,” Jean showed poor Ruth.
Ruth smiled and said, “But wouldn’t that be one tooth?”
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PB&J
Don’t be afraid of jellyfishes –
With peanut butter, they’re quite delicious.
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This is my wagon. And this is its wheel.
And holding it on is a small bit of steel.
They call it a linchpin. What a great little title
For something so small but remarkably vital.
Until this moment I never quite knew
About these linchpins and the job that they do.

The Linchpin

Coming down the big hill on my daily route,
One of my linchpins came loose and fell out.
Off came the wheel and my load went askew,
And that is the reason I’m covered in doo.
The wagon cart is solid and strong, but it’s dumb.
It does its duty and mostly stays mum.
The wheels are smooth and round and sleek,
But by themselves they’re pretty weak.
But the linchpin helps them work as a crew,
Without it we all would be covered in doo.
We each have a choice about what role to play.
Will you be our linchpin and show us the way?
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I Built My Bug
a Rocket Ship
I built my bug a rocket ship
To fly him to the moon.
My little insect astronaut
Will be launching very soon.
The rocket is a loaf of bread
With a waffle cone on top.
Four fins made out of Melba toast
Held tight with syrup glops.
Ten, nine, eight, seven…
Get ready for your trip!
…six, five, four, three…
Oh no! My dog just ate the ship!
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Temporary
Tattoo
The sign said “temporary,”
So I pulled out my dictionary:
That means it lasts for a short time,
So I picked one out and paid a dime.
I went right home and put it on,
A big red heart surrounding “MOM.”
But now I think that something’s wrong.
It wasn’t s’posed to stay this long…
If I’d known that it would last twelve weeks
I wouldn’t have put it on my cheek.
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Super
Spy

If you could be a super spy
What gadgets would you choose?
I think I’d want some X-ray eyes
And leave-no-footprint shoes.
And how ‘bout an exploding pen
That takes invisible notes?
Or a tiny-micro-mini sub
To pass ‘neath enemy boats.
I’d make myself a rocket pack
And blast through city sewers
With find-the-right-way goggles on
To pick out trick detours.
I’d have a smokescreen in my coat
Concealed inside a can
That I could use to make escapes
When rivals foiled my plans.
Yep, if I were a super spy,
I’d be a great one, mister!
For now, I’d settle for some tips
‘Bout spying on my sister.
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Lucky Stew
Are ya down on your luck,
Little buckaroo?
Let me teach you how to make
A dish called “Lucky Stew”:

A shooter marble
And a painted rock.
Three horseshoes
In a smelly sock.

A rabbit’s foot
And a four-leaf clover.
A chewed-up bone
From a dog named Rover.

Now just add a cup of water
And mix it ‘round and ’round.
I’d say yer pretty lucky
If you can keep it down.

An old shoelace
And a wooden nickel.
A broken wishbone,
Some rotten pickles.
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Big Mama
Marley

Big Mama Marley
Sat on her Harley
Smokin’ a gnarly cigar.
Down dropped a spider,
Who dangled beside her,
But he didn’t get very far.
Marley glared at the spider
Swinging beside her,
Puffing her stogie in thought.
Then she swiveled her hips,
Kissed the spider on the lips,
And they zoomed off to go tie the knot!
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The Cookie
Pirate
The sharks look hungry,
And them seas arrrrrrr’ freezin’.
But this be the penalty
When yer guilty o’ treason.
Where me cookies once were
Sits a sad empty bag.
And yer chocolaty chin proves
Yer the skallywag.
Don’t blame Cap’n Barbie.
I’m not takin’ the bait.
She doesn’t eat cookies
For she’s watchin’ her weight.
Aargh! Shiver me timbers!
Start walkin’ that plank!
Me ship’s no place for cookie thieves…
We throw ‘em in the tank.
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Super Hero
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Most folks look at me and think
“Ah, he’s just a little kid…”
But what they cannot see is that
I’m keeping something hid.

My super hero power
Is something I mask well
But I’ll explain what it is
If you promise you won’t tell.

Shhh! I’m a super hero.
Not a single person knows:
Underneath my jeans and shirt
Are super hero clothes.

Can you believe I have night vision
And can see out in the dark?
So I can sneak out late at night
And fight monsters in the park?

I cannot blow my cover
So when Mommy calls me in
I just try to act real natural
Without telling where I’ve been.

But just like Superman
I have my kryptonite:
Inside my house, my powers fail
So I sleep with my flashlight.
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Roadkill
It’s on the table.
No warning label.
Is it a bear?
It’s done real rare.
With eyes that stare,
I saw it blink.
Was that a wink?
I want to hide
Beneath the sink.
Is it meat?
It’s still got feet.
It was, I think,
Scraped off the street!

Please pass the taters and the beans
Deep breath…
Oh you know how I love my greens!
Slurp! Burp! Urp!
And don’t we have some fresh sardines?
Here’s my advice to those who eat
(I must delay by any means.)
A dinner plate of “Mystery Meat”:
But it’s too late.
If you feast
It’s on my plate.
On wildebeest
No more debate –
Be sure to check
Mom sealed my fate!
That it’s deceased.
It’s got a green
Fox á la mode
And oily sheen
With squished up toad
And in between…
Peeled off the road
Is that a spleen?
Is quite a load.
Dribbly on the outside…
With half a pound
Crunchy on the inside…
Of old bloodhound
It looks like goo,
That’s been well ground
Smells like the loo.
And lightly browned,
Now what am I
Heaped in a mound.
Supposed to do?
Don’t make a sound –
“Eat it!”
Just wolf it down!
…because dessert
Is coming ‘round.
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